Smaller newspapers are more likely to print items sent in by their readers. With city newspapers, you might need get the attention of a reporter who will have to go to bat for you to write a feature story. You should check the editorial pages for rules regarding letters to the editor.


Here are some suggestions

Letter to the Editor

I’d like to introduce myself as the Web master and county coordinator for ______County IAGenWeb. 

IAGenWeb is a group of volunteers working together to provide Internet web sites for genealogical research in every county and every state of the United States. This Project is non-commercial and fully committed to free access for everyone.

My Website at <address> contains information to help family historians find their roots in _____ County. Online visitors can find several items on the site such as vital records, biographies,  obituaries, gravestone photos, etc. The most recent addition is ______. There are also surname lists that can help researchers find others who are searching the same surnames. Access to the web site and the information on it is free.

Volunteers and family researchers are able to contribute directly to the county site by submitting non-copyrighted information that could be helpful to other researchers. To learn how, please contact me at <address>. 

Individuals can also submit photos of gravestones for the Gravestone Photo Project. This project, which includes all 99 Iowa counties and several other states, is the largest repository of online gravestone photographs in the world.

(Add a little information about your interest in genealogy and why you wanted to be the coordinator.)  

(If you have something special that you want to do, add it here, such as I am transcribing _____ and adding it to the site.)

Visit the IAGenWeb Name of county web site today to research your family history and/or to contribute information.
	 
__________________________________________________


News brief:
CITY - Family history researchers can now find  (census records) at <County IAGenWeb address>.

The information was recently added to the web site thanks to the efforts of (name) or (volunteer transcribers.)

Also on the site are vital records, biographies, gravestone photos, etc., which are available for research at no cost.

IAGenWeb is a group of volunteers working together to provide Internet web sites for genealogical research in every county and every state of the United States. This Project is non-commercial and fully committed to free access for everyone.

For more information about this website, contact (name and e-mail address)

